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Competitive Routing in Multi-User Communication NetworksAriel Orda Raphael Rom�Faculty of Electrical EngineeringTechnionHaifa, Israel Nahum Shimkin
AbstractWe consider a communication network shared by several sel�sh users. Each userseeks to optimize its own performance by controlling the routing of its given ow de-mand, giving rise to a non-cooperative game. We investigate the Nash equilibrium ofsuch systems. For a two-node multiple-links system, uniqueness of the Nash equilibriumis proved under reasonable convexity conditions. It is shown that this Nash equilibriumpoint possesses interesting monotonicity properties. For general networks, these con-vexity conditions are not su�cient for guaranteeing uniqueness, and a counter exampleis presented. Nonetheless, uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium for general topologies isestablished under various assumptions.
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11 IntroductionTraditional computer networks were designed with a single administrative domain in mind.That is, the network is designed and operated as a single entity with a single controlobjective. A single control objective does not mean that control is centralized but it meansthat users are essentially passive and would quite often reduce their own performance forthe good of the entire network. For example, many advanced network routing protocolsattempt to optimize average network delay.In modern networking, a single administration is no longer a valid assumption. In-ternetworking, for example [1, 2], is a coalition of networks each belonging to a di�erentadministration sharing gateways and sometimes internal network resources. Another ex-ample is a set of di�erent companies in the same neighborhood using wireless local areanetworks and sharing the same portion of the spectrum. It is evident therefore that singlecontrol objectives cannot provide solutions in more modern environments.An alternative approach is to view the network as a resource shared by a group ofactive users. Users may have completely di�erent measures of performance and satisfactionand completely di�erent demands which at times may be contradictory. One possible wayof managing such a network is to let the individual users compete with one another in away that allows each of them to reach its (subjective) optimal working state. In such anenvironment users change their behavior based on the state of the network. The change inbehavior of one user is likely to cause changes in other users' behavior resulting in a dynamicsystem. Several questions need be asked in this context such as whether there exists anequilibrium point of operation such that no user would �nd it bene�cial to change itsworking parameters (i.e., a Nash equilibrium), whether such an equilibrium point is unique,and whether the dynamic system actually converges to the equilibrium point. These arefundamental questions in game theory [3, 4].Existing networks have avoided dealing with the above mentioned issues. The Internet[5,6], for example, uses a routing protocol that is based on topological considerations alonewithout regard to other optimization criteria. Recently, policy-based routing has beendeliberated[7], but this approach does not accommodate general dynamics or individualuser characteristics. This paper addresses the most basic networking problem{the routingproblem{ from a game theoretical standpoint, contributing to the understanding of thedynamics of modern networks.Most previous work in applying game-theory and economic techniques to computer net-works deals with ow control, whereas routing is assumed to be given or centrally managed.Kurose et al. [8] and Ferguson et al. [9] use economic pricing tools in order to deal withnetwork resource-allocation problems. More related to the present paper are the works ofBovopoulos and Lazar[10] and Hsiao and Lazar[11], where the Nash equilibrium is exam-ined in the context of multi-controller network ow control problems. In particular, in [10]
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2uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium is established for a BCMP-type queuing network, undera power-based criterion. A thorough study of competitive multi-class ow control to a singlenode (server) may be found in [12], [13] and the references cited therein. Yet another owcontrol analysis is given by Shenker[14] who considers an internetwork gateway problem.The approach there is to assume that users operate sel�shly and it is the task of the designerto set the gateway parameters such that overall network resources are used as e�ciently aspossible. In another paper Shenker [15] discusses at some length game theoretical issuesrelated to networking problems.The routing standpoint has been scarcely considered in the literature. Lee and Cohen[16]consider a set of parallel M/M/c queues (which, in our context, could represent parallel linksconnecting two nodes). The users control the amount of ow through each queue (makingthis a routing problem) and consider a linear combination of the average queue length andcustomer delay as performance criteria. They show that in such a setting at most one Nashequilibrium exists with the property that each user ships positive ow through each queue.This result is employed in order to establish the uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium for thecase of identical queues. They fall short, however, of establishing uniqueness in the generalcase. Indeed, for non-identical queues (or communications links) there do exist in generalequilibrium points where some users �nd it optimal to use only a subset of all availablelinks (a simple example is given in Section 2.3). This uniqueness problem is completelyresolved in the present work. Another game theoretic treatment of a routing problem wasconsidered in [17], where existence and uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium was shown forthe special case of two exponential servers working in parallel, and two users, each employinga di�erent cost function (namely, average delay and blocking probability). Noncooperativegames in the context of routing were studied also in the area of transportation networks.A fundamental result due to Dafermos and Sparrow [18] shows that the game problem canbe solved via a standard network optimization problem, by a simple transform of the costfunction. Nonetheless, the "user" considered in the context of transportation networks isone that controls just an in�nitesimally small portion of the network ow (e.g., a car on theroad), whereas we are concerned with users that control non-negligible portions of ow.In general, uniqueness (or even existence) of the Nash equilibrium is not guaranteed.A result due to Rosen[19] de�nes conditions for existence, uniqueness, and stability ofNash equilibria in convex games. This result is the basis of several subsequent works, suchas that of Bovopoulos and Lazar[10]. Unfortunately, the speci�c requirements of Rosen'suniqueness result (diagonal strict convexity) are not generally satis�ed in the problem posedin this paper (see Section 3.2). Another result is that of Li and Basar[20] who describea distributed (uncoordinated) environment in which the users play the game. They usecontraction conditions to guarantee uniqueness and stability, but these conditions are toocomplicated to be veri�ed in the problem we are interested in.The work presented here deals with routing, meaning that the network topology is
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3known, each user knows its individual throughput demands, each user can measure theload on the network links, and routing is selected by each user so as to optimize a certainsel�sh criterion such as its own average delay. This paper addresses mainly the uniquenessproblem, and also investigates properties of the ow tra�c at the Nash equilibrium point.Also, the stability issue (i.e., convergence to the Nash equilibrium point) is addressed briey.We note that the routing problem in a network with a single common (convex) objectivecan be solved in a fairly standard way using convex programming techniques. Centralizedand distributed algorithms of that type have been described in the literature (e.g., [21, 22]).When the objective function is convex but not common to all users the setting becomesthat of a convex game. As mentioned above and shown in the sequel, uniqueness of theNash point cannot be derived directly from available results of convex game theory (suchas [19]). This leads us to exploit the speci�c structure of our problem in order to proveuniqueness.We analyze the routing problem in two phases. First we consider a case of two nodesconnected by a set of parallel links, similar to the setting considered by Lee and Cohen[16],except that ours allows more general functions and not just those resulting from a queuingframework. This model is presented in Section 2. Existence and uniqueness of the Nashequilibrium is established under fairly weak convexity properties, which are satis�ed bystandard network cost functions. We also derive characteristics of the equilibrium. InSection 3 we extend the discussion to a general network. We show through an example thatthe above weak convexity conditions are not enough in order to guarantee the uniquenessof the Nash equilibrium. Nonetheless, we prove uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium inseveral cases. First, su�cient conditions for uniqueness are derived based on [19], and theirapplicability is discussed. A second result establishes uniqueness for the case of symmetricusers. Finally, we obtain a result similar to that of [16], but for the general networkenvironment. Several conclusions and open problems are discussed in Section 4.2 A Network of Parallel Links2.1 Model and Problem FormulationWe are given a set I = f1; 2; : : : ; Ig of users, which share a set of parallel communicationlinks L = f1; 2; : : : ; Lg interconnecting a common source node to a common destinationnode. We assume that users are sel�sh and do not cooperate in managing the communicationlinks. Each user i 2 I has a throughput demand, which is some ergodic process with averagerate of ri. Without loss of generality, we assume that r1 � r2 � � � � � rI . A user shipsits demand by splitting it through the communication links L. A user is able to decide(at any time) how its demand is split among the links, i.e., user i decides what fractionof ri should be sent through each link. We denote by f il the expected ow of user i 2 I
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4on link l 2 L. Thus, user i can �x any value for f il , as long as f il � 0 (nonnegativityconstraint) and Pl2L f il = ri (demand constraint). Turning our attention to a link l 2 L,let fl be the total ow on that link i.e., fl = Pi2I f il ; also, denote by fl the vector of alluser ows on link l 2 L, i.e., fl = (f1l ; f2l ; : : : ; f Il ). The ow con�guration f i of user i is thevector f i = (f i1; f i2; : : : ; f iL). The system ow con�guration f is the vector of all user owcon�gurations, f = (f1; f2; : : : ; fI). We say that a user ow con�guration is feasible if itscomponents obey the nonnegativity and demand constraints and we denote by Fi the setof all feasible f i's. Similarly, a system con�guration is feasible if it is composed of feasibleuser ow con�gurations and we denote by F the set of all feasible f 's.The performance measure of a user i 2 I is given by a cost function J i(f). The aim ofeach user is to minimize its cost. Since the cost functions depend on the ow con�gurationof all users, it turns out that the optimal decision of each user depends on the decisions madeby other users, and since users are sel�sh, we are faced with a noncooperative game[3, 4].Thus, we are interested in the Nash solution of the game. In other words, we seek asystem ow con�guration such that no user �nds it bene�cial to change its ow on any link.Formally, a feasible system ow con�guration ~f = (~f1;~f2; : : : ;~fI) is a Nash EquilibriumPoint (NEP) if, for all i 2 I, the following condition holds:J i(~f) = J i(~f1; : : : ;~f i�1;~f i;~f i+1; : : : ;~fI) = minfi2Fi J i(~f1; : : : ;~f i�1; f i;~f i+1; : : : ;~fI) (1)We remark that the NEP concept is of special importance from a dynamic standpoint:in a practical scenario, a user changes its ow repeatedly, in response to the varying loadconditions. The stability points of such systems are exactly those in which no user �nds itbene�cial to change its ow, i.e., the NEPs. An interesting question is whether the systemindeed converges to an NEP.The following general assumptions on the cost function J i of each user are imposedthroughout the paper (some additional structural assumptions will be considered in thesequel):G1 J i is the sum of link cost functions i.e., J i(f) =Pl2L J il (fl). Each J il satis�es:G2 J il : [0;1)I ! [0;1], a continuous function.G3 J il is convex in f il .G4 Wherever �nite, J il is continuously di�erentiable in f il . We denote: Kil = @Jil@f il .Note the inclusion of +1 in the range of J il , which is useful to incorporate implicitlyand compactly additional constraints such as link capacities (as in the type-C functionsbelow). We emphasize that only \gradual" constraints, where the cost function increasescontinuously to in�nity, may be incorporated; the addition of other (\abrupt") constraints
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5would involve modi�cation of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions below, and is not included in ouranalysis.An additional assumption concerning the entire model data is:G5 For every system ow con�guration f , if not all costs are �nite then at least one userwith in�nite cost (J i(f) =1) can change its own ow con�guration to make its cost�nite.The last assumption immediately implies that in any NEP the costs of all users must be�nite. This assumption can be simply re-stated (in the present two-node network) in thetypical case where cost functions take in�nite values only due to link capacity constraints(i.e., the cost for a user is in�nite if and only if it uses a link on which the total ow exceedsthe link's capacity). Assumption G5 is then equivalent to the sum of link capacities beinggreater than the sum of the users' demands.Under the above assumptions, the routing game is equivalent to a convex game in thesense of [19], and thus the existence of an NEP is guaranteed (Theorem 1 in [19]). Sincesome semantic di�erences do exist, we briey outline the proof. Consider the point-to-setmapping f 2 F! �(f) � F, de�ned by�(f) = f~f 2 F : ~f i 2 arg mingi2Fi J i(f1; : : : ; gi; : : : ; fI)g :Then � is an upper semicontinuous mapping (by the continuity assumption G2) which mapseach point of the convex compact set F into a closed (by G2) convex (by G3) subset of F.Then by the Kakutani �xed point theorem there exists a �xed point f 2 �(f), and such apoint is easily seen to be a Nash equilibrium.It also follows from our assumptions that the minimization in (1) is equivalent to thefollowing Kuhn-Tucker conditions: for every i 2 I there exist a (Lagrange multiplier) �isuch that, for every link l 2 L, f il > 0! Kil (fl) = �i (2)f il = 0! Kil (fl) � �i (3)In other words, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions as stated above constitute necessary and su�-cient conditions for a feasible system ow con�guration to be an NEP.Given the existence of an NEP, we investigate its uniqueness as well as other interestingproperties. We also discuss a simple dynamic system and prove its convergence.We shall mainly consider cost functions that comply with the following assumptions:A1 J il is a function of two arguments, namely user i's ow on link l and the total ow onthat link. In other words: J il (fl) = �J il (f il ; fl).
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6A2 �J il is increasing in each of its two arguments.A3 Note that Kil = Kil (f il ; fl) is now a function of two arguments. We assume that,wherever J il is �nite, Kil (f il ; fl) is strictly increasing in each of its two arguments.Functions that comply with the above assumptions shall be referred to as type-A functions.We point out that the above assumptions encompass a large family of interesting costfunctions, some of which are described in the sequel. In particular, we note that the �rstassumption relates the performance of a user on a link to both its amount of ow on thatlink, which measures its \investment" on that link, and to the total amount of ow throughthe link, which determines the link performance. In order to facilitate the presentation, andby an (harmless) abuse of notation, whenever referring to cost functions of type-A we shalldenote them as J il (f il ; fl) (instead of �J il (f il ; fl)).Typically, the performance of a link l is manifested through some function Tl(fl), whichmeasures the cost per unit of ow on the link, and depends on the link's total ow. Thus,it is of interest to consider cost functions of the following form (see also [11, 16]):B1 J il (f il ; fl) = f il � Tl(fl).B2 Tl : [0;1)! (0;1].B3 Tl(fl) is positive, strictly increasing and convex.B4 Tl(fl) is continuously di�erentiable.Functions that comply with the above assumptions shall be referred to as type-B functions.Note that a type-B function is a special case of type-A. Note also that if Tl(fl) is the averagedelay per unit of ow, then the corresponding type-B function is the widely used averagedelay function (in our case, per user). We note that for type-B functions we haveKil = f il � T 0l + Tlwhere T 0l = dTldfl .A special kind of type-B cost functions is that which corresponds to an M/M/1 linkmodel. In other words, suppose that:C1 J il (f il ; fl) = f il � Tl(fl) is a type-B cost function.C2 Tl = ( 1Cl�fl fl < Cl1 fl � Cl , where Cl is the capacity of link l.Functions that comply with the above assumptions shall be referred to as type-C func-tions. Such delay functions are broadly used in modeling the behavior of links in computercommunication networks [23, 24].
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72.2 Uniqueness of the Nash EquilibriumThe following result establishes the uniqueness of the NEP for the parallel lines network.Theorem 2.1 In a network of parallel links where the cost function of each user is oftype-A the NEP ~f is unique.Proof: Let f 2 F and f̂ 2 F be two NEPs. As observed above, f and f̂ satisfy theKuhn-Tucker conditions (2-3), which may be written asKil (f il ; fl) � �i ; Kil (f il ; fl) = �i if f il > 0 8i; l : (4)Kil(f̂li; f̂l) � �̂i ; Kil (f̂li; f̂l) = �̂i if f̂li > 0 8i; l : (5)These relations, and the fact that Kil (�; �) is increasing in each of its arguments, will now beemployed to establish that f = f̂, i.e. f il = f̂li for every l; i.The �rst step is to establish that fl = f̂l for each line l. To this end, we prove that foreach l and i, the following relations hold:f�̂i � �i; f̂l � flg implies that f̂li � f il ; (6)f�̂i � �i; f̂l � flg implies that f̂li � f il : (7)We shall only prove (6), since (7) is symmetric. Assume that �̂i � �i and f̂l � fl for somel and i. Note that (6) holds trivially if f̂li = 0. Otherwise, if f̂li > 0, then (4)-(5) togetherwith our assumption imply thatKil (f̂li; f̂l) = �̂i � �i � Kil (f il ; fl) � Kil (f il ; f̂l) ; (8)where the last inequality follows from the monotonicity of Kil in its second argument. Now,since Kil is non-decreasing in its �rst argument, this implies that f̂li � f il , and (6) isestablished.Let L1 = fl : f̂l > flg. Also denote Ia = fi : �̂i > �ig, L2 = L � L1 = fl : f̂l � flg.Assume that L1 is not empty. Recalling that Pl f̂li =Pl f il = ri, it follows by (7) that forevery i in Ia, Xl2L1 f̂li = ri � Xl2L2 f̂li � ri � Xl2L2 f il = Xl2L1 f il ; i 2 Ia: (9)Noting that (6) implies that f̂li � f il for l 2 L1 and i 62 Ia, it follows thatXl2L1 f̂l = Xl2L1Xi2I f̂li � Xl2L1Xi2I f il = Xl2L1 fl : (10)This inequality obviously contradicts our de�nition of L1, which implies that L1 is an emptyset. By symmetry it may also be concluded that the set fl : f̂l < flg is empty. Thus, ithas been established that f̂l = fl for every l 2 L : (11)
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8We now proceed to show that �̂i = �i for each user i. To this end, note that (6) maybe strengthened as follows:f�̂i < �i; f̂l = flg implies that either f̂li < f il or f̂li = f il = 0 : (12)Indeed, if f̂li = 0 then the implication is trivial. Otherwise, if f̂li > 0, it follow similarly to(8) that Kil (f̂li; f̂l) < Kil (f il ; f̂l), so that f̂li < f il as required.Assume now that �̂i < �i for some i 2 I. Since Pl2L f̂li = ri > 0, then f̂li > 0 for atleast one link l, and (12) implies thatXl2L f il >Xl2L f̂li = ri ;which contradicts the demand constraint for user i. We therefore conclude that �̂i < �idoes not hold for any user i. A symmetric argument may be used to show that �̂i > �icannot hold as well. Thus, �̂i = �i for every i 2 I. Combined with (11), this implies by(6)-(7) that f̂li = f il for every l; i, and uniqueness of the NEP is thus proved. 22.3 Properties of the Nash EquilibriumIn this subsection we derive several properties of the (unique) NEP for type-A cost functionsthat are identical for all users, i.e., all users use the same function: for all i 2 I and l 2 LJ il (f il ; fl) = Jl(f il ; fl) (to which correspond Kl(f il ; fl)). Note that type-B functions belong tothis class. It should be observed that, even though users use the same cost functions, theystill have di�erent objectives since they use di�erent arguments (i.e., f il ) in these functions.All references to ow values are to those at the NEP.Lemma 2.1 Suppose that f îl > f ĵl holds for some link l̂ and users i and j. Then f il � f jlfor all l 2 L ; moreover, the last inequality is strict if f jl > 0.Proof: Since cost functions are identical then so are their derivatives, namely Kil (�; �) =Kjl (�; �). Recall that the latter are strictly increasing in their �rst argument, by our de�nitionof class-A functions.Choose an arbitrary link l. The claim holds trivially for f jl = 0. Assume, then, thatf jl > 0. From the Kuhn-Tucker conditions we have thatKjl (f jl ; fl) � K ĵl (f ĵl ; fl̂)Also, since f îl > f ĵl implies f îl > 0, we haveK îl (f îl ; fl̂) � Kil (f il ; fl)Thus, we haveKjl (f jl ; fl) � K ĵl (f ĵl ; fl̂) = K îl (f ĵl ; fl̂) < K îl (f îl ; fl̂) � Kil (f il ; fl) = Kjl (f il ; fl)i.e., Kjl (f jl ; fl) < Kjl (f il ; fl) which implies f jl < f il : 2
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9Theorem 2.2 Consider a network of parallel links with identical type-A cost functions.For any pair of users i and j, ri � rj implies that f il � f jl for all l 2 L. Moreover, ifri > rj then equality holds only for f il = f jl = 0.Proof: Assume ri � rj . If ri > rj then there must be at least one line l̂ for which f îl > f ĵl ,and the required conclusions follow directly from the last lemma. Consider now the caseri = rj and assume by contradiction that f îl < f ĵl for some l̂. Then, by the last lemma wehave f il � f jl on all other lines, which upon summation yields ri < rj , contradicting ri = rj .2 The above theorem shows that, for identical type-A cost functions, there is a mono-tonicity among users in their use of links: a user with a higher demand uses more of eachand every link. We conclude thatCorollary 2.1 For users i and j such that ri = rj, holds f il = f jl for all l 2 L. 2In particular, if all users have the same demand i.e., ri � r for all i 2 I, then, for alll 2 L and for all i 2 I we have f il = fl=I .Consider two users, say i and j, such that ri � rj (i.e., i > j). Suppose that at the NEPuser i refrains from using link l. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that so does user j i.e., f il = 0implies f jl = 0. Thus, at equilibrium we can partition the set of links into a sequence ofsets L1;L2; :::;LI, such that Ln � L for 1 � n � I and Ln is the set of links that is usedexclusively by users n; n+1; :::; I . We have that Ln � Ln+1; also, since each user, includingthe one with the smallest demand, should use some link, we have that L1 6= ; (other setsmay be empty).We observe a nice monotonic partition of users among links: a user with a higher demanduses more links, and uses more of each link. There is another monotonic property that canbe derived, regarding the order of preference of links as seen by each user: suppose that auser , say i, prefers link l over link l̂, i.e., f il � f îl ; does this relation between links l and l̂hold for all users? The following lemma shows that this property holds for some types ofType-B cost functions.Lemma 2.2 Assume that for links l; l̂ 2 L the following condition holds:Tl(fl) > Tl̂(fl̂), T 0l (fl) > T 0̂l (fl̂)Then, f îl > f il implies f ĵl � f jl for all j 2 I and if f jl > 0 then f ĵl > f jl .
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10Proof: Assume f îl > f il . Since the claims hold trivially for f jl = 0, we may further assumethat f jl > 0. By our �rst assumption f îl > 0, so that the Kuhn-Tucker conditions implyTl̂(fl̂) + f îl � T 0̂l (fl̂) � Tl(fl) + f il � T 0l (fl)Since f îl > f il , it follows that either Tl̂(fl̂) < Tl(fl) or T 0̂l (fl̂) < T 0l (fl). f îl > f il , we havethat either Tl̂(fl̂) < Tl(fl) or T 0̂l (fl̂) < T 0l (fl). However, the assumption made in the lemmaimplies that both of the last two inequalities hold (since each implies the other). Now, sincef jl > 0, we similarly have Tl̂(fl̂) + f ĵl � T 0̂l (fl̂) � Tl(fl) + f jl � T 0l (fl)Since it has just been established that Tl̂(fl̂) < Tl(fl) and T 0̂l (fl̂) < T 0l (fl), we conclude thatf ĵl > f jl . 2We note that the type-C function complies with the condition of the last lemma. Thus,we have:Theorem 2.3 In a network of parallel links where the cost function of each user is oftype-C, Cl̂ > Cl implies f îl � f il for all i 2 I and if f il > 0 then f îl > f il .Proof: The claim holds trivially for f il = 0. Assume, then, that f il > 0. From theKuhn-Tucker conditions we have thatTl(fl) + f il � T 0l (fl) � Tl̂(fl̂) + f îl � T 0̂l (fl̂) (13)By contradiction, assume that f îl � f il . Since the type-C function complies with the condi-tion of Lemma 2.2, it follows that f ĵl � f jl for all j 2 I, and thus fl̂ � fl. Since Cl̂ > Cl,and since Tl0(fl0) = 1Cl0�fl0 for l0 2 fl; l̂g, we have that Tl̂(fl̂) < Tl(fl) and T 0̂l (fl̂) � T 0l (fl).Since, by assumption, f îl � f il , we have a contradiction to inequality (13). 2The last theorem, together with Theorem 2.2, show that with type-C cost functions weget a partition of users among links at NEP: starting with a link with minimal capacity andmoving towards links with higher capacities, we observe more and more users joining thelinks, and each user increasing its usage on the next link.The property described in Lemma 2.2 does not hold for general average-delay costfunctions, as the following example shows. Consider two users (I = f1; 2g) sharing twolinks (L = f1; 2g). Suppose that their cost functions are average-delay ones, and that, forl 2 f1; 2g, Tl = fl + 1Cl�fl , where Cl is a parameter of link l (its capacity). Assume thatC1 = 201, C2 = 100, r1 = 9:53 and r2 = 290. It can be veri�ed (e.g., by substituting inthe Kuhn-Tucker conditions) that the NEP is f11 = 0, f12 = 9:53, f21 = 200:0 and f22 = 90:0,which contradicts the property described in Lemma 2.2. This is because the property reliesdeeply on the assumption made in Lemma 2.2, and the above counter-example shows whythat property may not hold for general average-delay cost functions: a user with a lowdemand seeks links with small delay, whereas one with a high demand seeks links withsmall delay derivatives.
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112.4 A Simple Convergence ResultIn this subsection we consider briey the stability of the NEP. A reasonable dynamic modelfor users' behavior in non-equilibrium is suggested, and convergence of the ow con�gurationto the NEP is demonstrated. Only the special case of two users and a two link networkis considered. We point out that this convergence result is not readily extendible to moregeneral cases, however it may shed some light onto the important stability issue.Consider a system of two users (I = f1; 2g) sharing two links (L = f1; 2g). The systemstarts with some (non-equilibrium) ow con�guration f(0). From time to time, each usermeasures the current load on each link, and (after performing the necessary calculations)adjusts its own ows to minimize its cost function. We assume that exact minimization isachieved at each stage, and that all the above sequence of operations (measuring, calculatingand adjusting) are done instantly. We shall refer to the above as the Elementary StepwiseSystem (ESS). Essentially, the system can be modeled as a sequence of steps in each ofwhich a user updates its routing decisions; we use the notation f il (n) to denote user's i owon link l at the completion of step n. A similar dynamic scheme has been considered, e.g.,in [20].Let an ESS be initialized with a system con�guration denoted byf(0) = (f1(0); f2(0)) = ((f11 (0); f12(0)); (f21(0); f22(0)))Relabel the users so that user 1 is the �rst to adjust its ow. The resulting ow con�gurationafter this �rst step is denoted by f(1) = (f1(1); f2(1)), where f2(1) = f2(0) and f1(1) is theoptimal ow for user 1 against f2(0). Since exact optimization is performed at each step,then the two users alternate in updating their ows. Thus, user 2 next updates its ow toyield f(2). Proceeding in this manner, user 1 updates its ow at each odd step n and user 2updates its ow at each even step n, with the resulting system ow denoted by f(n) in eachcase. It is our purpose to show that f(n) converges to the NEP. The proof will be based onthe following simple observation:Lemma 2.3 Let f1 and f̂1 be two feasible ows for user 1, and let f2 (resp. f̂2) be an optimalfeasible ow of user 2 against f1 (resp. f̂1). For l 2 f1; 2g, if f1l � f̂1l , then f2l � f̂2l .Proof: Assume, to the contrary, that f1l � f̂1l and f2l > f̂2l hold for some link l. Denotingthe other link by m, this implies that f1m � f̂1m, f2m < f̂2m, fl > f̂l and fm < f̂m. TheKuhn-Tucker conditions (2)-(3) for user 2 together with the monotonicity properties of themarginal costs Kil now lead to the following contradictionK2m(f̂2m; f̂m) = �̂2 � K2l (f̂2l ; f̂l) < K2l (f2l ; fl) = �2 � K2m(f2m; fm) < K2m(f̂2m; f̂m) ;and the conclusion follows. 2
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12Proposition 2.1 Assume that the ESS is initialized with a feasible system con�gurationf(0). Then the system con�guration converges over time to the (unique) NEP f̂ , i.e.:limn!1 f(n) = f̂Proof: We �rst establish that each component of f(n) increases or decreases monoton-ically in n. Let l be a link for which f1l (1) � f1l (3). Noting that by its de�nition f2(2) isoptimal for user 2 against f1(1) and similarly that f2(4) is optimal against f1(3), it followsfrom the above lemma that f2l (2) � f2l (4). A symmetric argument can now be employedto establish that f1l (3) � f1l (5). Proceeding inductively, and recalling that user 1's owsremain �xed at each even step, it follows that for each odd nf1l (n) = f1l (n+ 1) � f1l (n+ 2) ;and similarly for each even n f2l (n) = f2l (n+ 1) � f2l (n+ 2) :Since the ows are bounded, this implies that f1l (n) and f2l (n) converge as n ! 1. Sincethe sum of ows on both links is constant, this obviously implies similar convergence forthe ows on the second link, so that f(n) converges to some ow vector f = (f1; f2). Dueto the continuity of the cost functions it follows that f1 is optimal for user 1 against f2 andf2 is optimal for user 2 against f1, so that f is the NEP. 23 General Networks3.1 Model and Problem FormulationWe consider now a network G(V ;L), where V is a �nite set of nodes and L � V �V is a setof directed links. For simplicity of notation, we assume that at most one link exists betweeneach pair of nodes (in each direction). This assumption involves no loss of generality, sinceany network can be reduced to this form by introducing �ctitious nodes. For a link l 2 L,we denote by S(l) the identity of the node at the starting point of l and D(l) is the nodeat the ending point. We shall at times denote a link l as (u; v), where u = S(l), v = D(l).Considering now a node v 2 V , we denote by In(v) (correspondingly, Out(v)) the setof node v's in-going links (correspondingly, out-going links) i.e.: In(v) = fljD(l) = vg(Out(v) = fljS(l) = vg).As before, we are given a set I = f1; 2; : : : ; Ig of sel�sh users, which now share thenetwork G. With each user i we associate a unique pair of source node s(i) and destinationnode t(i), and a throughput demand, which is some ergodic process with average rate ofri. (In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we shall specialize to the case where all users have the samesources and destinations.)
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13A user ships its demand (from s(i) to t(i)) by splitting it through the various pathsconnecting the source to the destination. This is the essence of the routing operationperformed by users. A user is able to decide (at any time) how to route its demand, i.e.,user i decides what fraction of ri should be sent through each path. We note that routingdecisions can be interpreted also at the nodal level i.e., a user decides (perhaps distributedly)what amount of the ow entering into each node should be sent through each out-going link.We denote by f il � f iuv the expected ow of user i 2 I on link l = (u; v) 2 L. User i can �xany value for the f il 's, as long asF1 For all l 2 L, f il � 0 (nonnegativity constraint).F2 For all v 2 V , Pl2Out(v) f il =Pl2In(v) f il + riv, where ris(i) = ri, rit(i) = �ri and riv = 0for v 6= s(i); t(i) (conservation constraint).Turning our attention to a link l = (u; v) 2 L, let fl = fuv be the total ow on thatlink, i.e., fl = Pi2I f il . As before, the ow con�guration f i of user i is the vector of allf il 's (i.e., for all l 2 L), and the system ow con�guration f is the vector of all user owcon�gurations. Feasible user- and system- ow con�gurations are de�ned as before (butconsidering the above constraints F1-F2), and denoted correspondingly as Fi and F.Assumptions G from Section 2 are now assumed to hold for the general network model.In particular, the cost function J i of user i is the sum (over all network links) of link costfunctions i.e., J i =Pl2L J il . The de�nition of Kil is as before.We face a noncooperative game played by users on a network, and investigate the prop-erties of the corresponding NEP(s). We note that the existence of an NEP in the networkenvironment is guaranteed due to the same reasons as in the parallel-links environment.The Kuhn-Tucker conditions take now the following form: for every i 2 I there exists a setof (Lagrange multipliers) f�iugu2V , such that, for every link (u; v) 2 L:f iuv > 0! �iu = Kiuv(fuv) + �iv: (14)f iuv = 0! �iu � Kiuv(fuv) + �iv: (15)The investigation of NEPs in network environments proves to be a much harder taskthan in the previous environment. In the Appendix we present an example of a four-nodenetwork with two users and type-A functions, for which the NEP is not unique. Nonetheless,in the following we prove uniqueness of the NEP under further conditions. We note thatthe properties of NEPs, derived in the previous section for certain classes of cost functions,may not hold in the network environment. In particular, in the Appendix we present anexample of a four-node network with two users and type-B functions, in which the propertiesindicated in Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 do not hold. These indeed point at the complexityof the network environment.
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143.2 Uniqueness of the NEP under Diagonal Strict ConvexityUniqueness of the NEP for convex games has been established in [19], under certain convexity-like conditions on the cost functions which were termed diagonal strict convexity (DSC)conditions. In the present sub-section this result is applied to the network ow game. We�rst introduce the DSC conditions for our problem. Since these conditions may be hardto verify directly, we derive su�cient conditions on the line cost functions which guaranteeDSC, and hence the uniqueness of the NEP. Some examples will be presented to illustratethe applicability of these results; these examples indicate that the derived conditions arequite useful for lightly loaded networks, but may fail to hold otherwise.Following [19], the following notation will be used. Let riJ i(f) denote the gradient ofJ i(f) with respect to f i, i.e. the column vectorriJ i(f) = @J i@f i (f) =  @J il@f il (fl)!l2L :Let � 2 <I be a �xed positive vector (�i > 0; i 2 I). De�ne the weighted sum�(f ; �) =Xi2I �iJ i(f) ;and the associated pseudogradient vectorg(f ; �) = 2664 �1r1J1(f)...�IrIJI(f) 3775 :(Note that �i represents a positive scaling of the cost function for user i, and that suchscaling does not a�ect the NEPs.) The function �(�; �) : F! < is called diagonally strictlyconvex (DSC) if for every f ; f̂ 2 F holds(f̂ � f) (g(f̂; �)� g(f ; �))> 0 : (16)Theorem 3.1 (Rosen [19]): If �(f ; �) is DSC for some � > 0, then the NEP system owcon�guration is unique.Note that constraints F on the ows of each user are independent of the others' ows,as required in Theorem 2 of [19]. We also note that allowing in�nite values for the costfunctions causes no problem, since by our Assumption G5 the costs are �nite at each NEP,and the uniqueness proof of [19] goes through without modi�cation.We proceed to formulate su�cient conditions for DSC which may be veri�ed for each linkseparately. For every link l, let Fl denote the set of feasible ow vectors fl = (f1l ; : : : ; f Il )on that link for which the link costs J il (fl) are all �nite. Note that Fl has the simple form
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15Fl = ffl : mil � f il � M il ; J il (fl) < 1; i 2 Ig, where mil and M il are, respectively, theminimal and maximal values that f il may take in any feasible ow con�guration of user i.For each 0 < � 2 <I , de�ne the pseudo-Jacobian for link l as the following I � I matrixGl(fl; �) = (�i @2J il@f il @f jl (fl))i;j2I ; fl 2 Fl :The following terminology shall be used: a square matrix M is said to be positive de�-nite (denoted M > 0) if the symmetric matrix (M +M 0) is positive de�nite, namely alleigenvalues of the latter are strictly positive. Here M 0 denotes the transpose of M .Corollary 3.1 Assume that for some positive � 2 <I , the matrix Gl(fl; �) is positive de�-nite for every fl 2 Fl and l 2 L. Then the NEP is unique.Proof: As shown in [19, Theorem 6], a su�cient condition for �(f ; �) to be DSC over Fis that G(f ; �) > 0 for every f 2 F, where G(f ; �) is the (LI) � (LI) Jacobian matrix ofg(f ; �) with respect to f . It may be easily seen that, up to re-indexing of rows and columns,G(f ; �) equals diagfGl(fl; �); l 2 Lg, and the required conclusion follows. 2Remark: In the conditions of the last corollary, the system ow constraints are manifestedonly through their projection on each of the links. While this makes them easier to verify,it also implies that these conditions are stronger (more demanding) than DSC condition(16), where the system ow constraints are fully taken into account.We now present a few examples and observations to illustrate the conditions of Corol-lary 3.1. For simplicity, only the case of two users is considered, namely I = f1; 2g.Consider a link l 2 L with type-C cost functions, namelyJ il (fl) = f ilCl � fl ; i = 1; 2 ; (17)where fl = (f1l ; f2l ) and fl = f1l + f2l . ThenGl(fl; �) = 1(Cl � fl)3 " 2�1(Cl � f2l ) �1(Cl + f1l � f2l )�2(Cl + f2l � f1l ) 2�2(Cl � f1l ) #for fl < Cl. The following facts may now be easily veri�ed:(i) Let Fl = ffl : 0 � f il � xi; i = 1; 2g, where (x1; x2) are constants which satisfyx1 + x2 < Cl. Then, for � = (x2; x1), Gl(fl; �) > 0 over Fl.(ii) Let Fl = ffl : f il � 0; f1l +f2l < Clg. Then no vector � > 0 exists for which Gl(fl; �) > 0over Fl. Indeed, for any �xed � the matrix Gl(fl; �) will not be positive de�nite if(say) f1l is close enough to Cl.
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16As a consequence of fact (i) above, the following result is evident. Consider a networkwith two users, cost functions (17) on each link, and ow requirements (r1; r2) such thatr1 + r2 � Cl for every l 2 L. Then the NEP is unique.It is evident from fact (ii) above that a similar result cannot be deduced from Corol-lary 3.1 if r1 + r2 > Cl for some link l. Thus, the usefulness of Corollary 3.1 is limited inthis case to lightly loaded networks.To further illustrate this point, consider cost functions of the formJ il (fl) = f il Pm(fl) ; i = 1; 2 (18)where Pm is a monic polynomial of degree m � 1. Let Fl be the positive quadrant. Itmay then be veri�ed that Gl(fl) > 0 over fl 2 Fl if m � 7, but not if m � 8. Thus, if thecost functions on each line of a two-user network are of the form (18) with m � 7, thenuniqueness of the NEP is guaranteed without any restrictions on the ow requirements ofthe users. Both this and the \lightly loaded network" condition alluded to above can beinterpreted as requiring that the cost functions will not increase \too steeply" as the loadon the line increases.3.3 Symmetrical UsersSuppose that all users have the same demands (in particular the same source node andsame destination node) and use the same type-A cost functions, i.e.: for all i; j 2 I ri � rj ,and for all i 2 I and l 2 L J il (f il ; fl) = Jl(f il ; fl). We call such users symmetrical. We recallthat even though symmetrical users use the same cost functions, they still have di�erentobjectives. Note that for symmetrical users we also have Kil(�; �) = Kjl (�; �) for all i; j 2 I.Lemma 3.1 In a network with symmetrical users, the ow values at an NEP are such thatf il � flIfor all i 2 I and l 2 L.Proof: Assume, by contradiction, that there is a link l̂ 2 L and a user i 2 I such thatf îl 6= fl̂I . It follows that there is another user j 2 I such that f îl 6= f ĵl , and without loss ofgenerality assume that f îl > f ĵl . We construct a directed network �G0(V 0;L0), whose set ofnodes is identical to that of G (i.e., V 0 = V) and the set of links L0 is constructed as follows:� for each link l = (u; v) 2 L such that f il � f jl we have a link l0 = (u; v) 2 L0; to sucha link l0 we assign a (ow) value xl0 = f il � f jl .� for each link l = (u; v) 2 L such that f il < f jl we have a link l0 = (v; u) 2 L0; to sucha link l0 we assign a (ow) value xl0 = f jl � f il .
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17In other words, we redirect links according to the relation between f il and f jl . It is easyto verify that the values xl0 constitute a nonnegative, directed ow in the network. Sincesymmetrical users have the same demand (i.e., ri � rj = 0), this ow has no sources (thetotal ow into each node equals the total ow out of that node, i.e. it is a circulation).Thus, either xl0 � 0 or else there is a cycle C of links in �G0 such that xl0 > 0 for all l0 2 L0.Since for the link l̂, f îl > f ĵl , we have that xl̂0 > 0, we conclude that a cycle C as describedabove exists.Consider now a link l0 = (u; v) 2 L0 for which xl0 > 0. Clearly, therefore, either f iuv > f juvor else f jvu > f ivu. In the case where f iuv > f juv � 0 we have that�iu � �iv = Kiuv(f iuv ; fuv) = Kjuv(f iuv ; fuv) > Kjuv(f juv ; fuv) � �ju � �jv (19)where the �rst transition follows from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for f iuv > 0, the secondis because all users have the same cost functions, the third is due to the assumption f iuv >f juv , and the fourth is again due to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. In the second case (i.e.,f jvu > f ivu � 0) we have by symmetry that�jv � �ju > �iv � �iu (20)Note that the results of equations 19 and 20 are in fact identical.Denote ��w = �iw � �jw (for all w 2 V). From (19) and (20) we conclude that, forl0 = (u; v), xl0 > 0 implies that ��u > ��v. This means that along the cycle C describedabove we would have a monotonically increasing sequence of ��'s, which is a contradiction.We conclude that, for all i; j 2 I and all l 2 L, we have f il = f jl . This means thatf il = flI . 2Theorem 3.2 A network with symmetrical users has a unique NEP.Proof: Suppose by contradiction that there are two NEPs, and denote by f il ; fl the owvalues of one NEP and by f̂li; f̂l those of the other NEP. Also, �u, �̂u are, respectively, theLagrange multipliers at a node u 2 V in the two NEPs. Since the two NEPs are di�erent,there are some i 2 I and �l 2 L such that f i�l 6= f̂ i�l , and without loss of generality assumethatf i�l > f̂ i�l . We construct a directed network �G0 in the same way as in the proof of Lemma3.1, only that now we consider the relation between f il and f̂li. In other words, the set oflinks L0 is constructed as follows:� for each link l = (u; v) 2 L such that f il � f̂li we have a link l0 = (u; v) 2 L0; to sucha link l0 we assign a (ow) value xl0 = f il � f̂li.� for each link l = (u; v) 2 L such that f il < f̂li we have a link l0 = (v; u) 2 L0; to sucha link l0 we assign a (ow) value xl0 = f̂li � f il .
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18Again, it is easy to verify that the values xl0 constitute a nonnegative, directed ow in thenetwork. Since user i has the same demand ri at both NEPs, this ow has no sources. This,together with f i�l > f̂�li, mean that there is a cycle C of links in �G0 such that xl0 > 0 for alll0 2 L0.From the proof of Lemma 3.1 we have that, for all j 2 I and l 2 L, f jl = flI and f̂lj = f̂lI .Thus, f jl > f̂lj implies fl > f̂l.Consider now any link l0 = (u; v) 2 L0 for which xl0 > 0. We have that either f iuv > f̂ iuvor else f̂ ivu > f ivu. In the �rst case (i.e., f iuv > f̂ iuv � 0) we have that�iu � �iv = Kiuv(f iuv ; fuv) > Kiuv(f̂ iuv ; f̂uv) � �̂iu � �̂ivwhere the �rst transition is due to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (for the �rst NEP and forf iuv > 0), the second is due to the the assumption f il > f̂ il (which implies fl > f̂l), and thethird is again due to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (for the second NEP). In the second case(i.e., f̂ ivu > f ivu � 0) we have by symmetry that�̂iv � �̂iu > �iv � �iuDenote ��w = �iw� �̂iw (for all w 2 V). The contradiction follows as in the proof of Lemma3.1. 2Corollary 3.2 If all users have the same demand (ri = rj) and the cost functions are oftype B, then there is a unique NEP. The ow values at the NEP are such that f il � flI forall i 2 I and l 2 L.Proof: Follows directly from the last lemma and theorem, since cost functions of type Bare identical for all users. 23.4 Uniqueness of NEPs with All-Positive FlowsIn this sub-section we prove a result, which implies, in particular, that at most one NEPexists with the property that all users have strictly positive ows on each link of the network.Note that this all-positive assumption makes sense only when all users have the same sourceand destination nodes, which will be assumed in this sub-section. A similar result has beenestablished in [16], for the special case of the two-node parallel lines network.Theorem 3.3 Assume type-B cost functions. Let f and f̂ be two NEPs such that: thereexists a set of links L1 � L such that ff il > 0 and f̂li > 0; i 2 Ig for l 2 L1, andff il = f̂li = 0; i 2 Ig for l 62 L1. Then f = f̂.The theorem de�nes certain classes of ow con�gurations, each characterized by a set oflinks such that every user ships ow only through each of these links. The theorem states
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19that within each class at most one NEP may exist. Obviously, to deduce global uniquenessof the NEP, one needs to verify independently that an NEP may exist within exactly oneof these classes. This latter fact is not true in general, e.g., see the end of subsection 2.3 foran example in which the unique NEP is not within any such class (one user uses a link notused by the other).Proof: We start by re-writing the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (14)-(15) for f and f̂ over theset of links L1. Note that, since all ows are strictly positive on these links, then theequality condition (14) holds. Recall also that for type-B cost functions, i.e. J il = f il Tl(fl),we have Kil = f il T 0l + Tl. Thus, there exist constants f�iug and f�̂iug such that, for everylink l = (u; v) 2 L1 and i 2 I,f̂ iuvT 0uv(f̂uv) + Tuv(f̂uv) = �̂iu � �̂iv ;f iuvT 0uv(fuv) + Tuv(fuv) = �iu � �iv :Summing each of these equations over i, we getSuv(f̂l) 4= f̂uvT 0uv(f̂uv) + I � Tuv(f̂uv) = �̂u � �̂v (21)Suv(fl) 4= fuvT 0uv(fuv) + I � Tuv(fuv) = �u � �v ; (22)where �̂u 4= Pi �̂iu and �u 4= Pi �iu. From the last two equations, combined with theconservation constraints F2, it will now be deduced that f̂l = fl for every l 2 L1. (Note thatthese equations are very similar to the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for a single-user optimizationproblem of link ows, with respect to a modi�ed (convex) link cost function with derivativesSl(fl). Thus, the uniqueness of their solution is actually a consequence of standard convexprogramming results. However, a direct proof is provided below.) Subtracting (22) from(21), multiplying by (f̂l � fl), summing over (u; v) 2 L1 and noting that fl = f̂l = 0 forl 62 L1, we getX(u;v)2L(f̂uv � fuv)(Suv(f̂uv)� Suv(fuv)) = X(u;v)2L(f̂uv � fuv) h(�̂u � �u)� (�̂v � �v)i : (23)By the properties of type-B cost functions, it follows that each function Suv(�) is strictlyincreasing. This implies that (each term in the sum on) the left-hand side of (23) is non-negative, and equals zero only if f̂l = fl for every l. However, the right-hand side ofthis equation sums up to 0. Indeed, changing summation variables and applying the owconservation constraints to f and f̂ separately yieldsX(u;v)2L(f̂uv � fuv)(�̂u � �u) � X(w;u)2L(f̂wu � fwu)(�̂u � �u)= Xu2V(�̂u � �u)24 Xl2Out(u)(f̂l � fl)� Xl2In(u)(f̂l � fl)35= 0 :
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20It has thus been established that f̂l = fl for every l 2 L. Proceeding exactly as in the proofof Theorem 2.1 (starting from equation (11)) it may now be inferred that f̂ il = f il for everyi and l, i.e. f̂ = f . 24 ConclusionThis paper considered the fundamental problem of routing in an environment composed ofseveral sel�sh users. The problem was posed as a non-cooperative game, for which the Nashequilibrium was investigated.The main thrust of the analysis was to establish the uniqueness of the NEP underconditions that comply with reasonable network environment, and in particular encompassperformance criteria commonly employed for routing. The investigation of NEPs in networkrouting problems seems to be complicated by the fact that each user is faced with a multi-variable decision. As was shown, standard theory on convex games fails to yield satisfactoryresults even for simple networks.Problem-speci�c analysis yielded a complete uniqueness result for the parallel links case.Moreover, we presented monotonicity properties of the Nash ows that characterize the NEPin an intuitively appealing way. General network topologies prove to be considerably harderto tackle. This is indicated by the fact that the type-A assumptions are not su�cient inorder to guarantee uniqueness of the NEP and that "intuitive" properties that hold in theparallel-links case fail to hold in general. Nonetheless, we presented several uniquenessresults for various network conditions.This paper presented initial steps towards the understanding of multi-user routinggames. Several questions for further research stem from the present work. At this pointit is not clear if and how the strong uniqueness result, obtained for parallel links, can beextended to a general network. The counter-example presented in this paper shows thatsuch an extension is not possible for type-A functions, however more restricted classes (e.g.type-B functions) might guarantee the uniqueness of the NEP. Another major issue is thestability of the NEP. A preliminary result in this vein was presented. The uniqueness resultsobtained in this paper encourage further investigation on the stability issue.Several other open questions of practical value deserve attention. For example, in manynetworks users are restricted to route their ow along a single path (with strict rules ofchanging them). Under such circumstances an NEP may not exist at all and complicatedoscillatory behavior is likely to arise. Another example is that of the delay encountered bymeasuring and adjusting network ows which will a�ect the convergence rate and mighta�ect convergence altogether.
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Figure 1: First NEPAcknowledgmentWe would like to thank Aurel Lazar and Yannis Korilis for insightful comments on an earlierversion of this work.AppendixNonunique NEP Example for General TopologiesConsider the network of Figures 1 and 2, having four nodes and two users with demandsr1 = r2 = 40 between source node 1 and destination node 4. Figures 1 and 2 describe theow values at two di�erent NEP's; each pair of numbers adjacent to a link are the owvalues of the two users on that link at the corresponding NEP (the left value correspondsto user 1 and the right value to user 2). Let the values of the Kil functions be as follows:For the �rst user and the �rst NEP:K112(22; 40) = 102; K113(10; 22) = 109; K114(8; 18) = 201;K123(14; 16) = 7; K124(8; 24) = 99;K134(24; 38) = 92.
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Figure 2: Second NEPFor the �rst user and the second NEP:K112(20; 43) = 100; K113(18; 23) = 110; K114(2; 14) = 200;K123(4; 17) = 10; K124(16; 26) = 100;K134(22; 40) = 90.For the second user and the �rst NEP:K212(18; 40) = 20; K213(12; 22) = 30; K214(10; 18) = 120;K223(2; 16) = 10; K224(16; 24) = 100;K234(14; 38) = 90.For the second user and the second NEP:K212(23; 43) = 30; K213(5; 23) = 50; K214(12; 14) = 150;K223(13; 17) = 20; K224(10; 26) = 120;K234(18; 40) = 100.The above values comply with the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 14-15, as well as with themonotonicity property of the Kil functions.We now present a scheme for constructing proper Kil functions to which the above valuescorrespond. We denote by ~fli; ~fl the ow values of the �rst NEP and by f̂li; f̂l those of the
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23second NEP. For each user i and link l we have two values of the function Kil , namelyKil (~fli; ~fl) and Kil (f̂li; f̂l). Consider some i and l, and suppose that Kil (~fli; ~fl) > Kil (f̂li; f̂l).Suppose �rst that ~fli > f̂li. We de�ne Kil as Kil (f il ; fl) = ail � (f il )n + bil � (fl)1=n. For a largeenough n we have (~fl)1=n � (f̂l)1=n � 1 thusail � Kil (~fli; ~fl)�Kil (f̂li; f̂l)(~fli)n � (f̂li)n > 0and bil � (f̂li)n �Kil (~fli; ~fl) � ( ~flif̂li )n � Kil (f̂li;f̂l)Kil ( ~fli; ~fl) � 1(~fli)n � (f̂li)nFor a large enough n we have ( ~flif̂li )n > Kil ( ~fli; ~fl)Kil (f̂li;f̂l) , thus bil > 0.Suppose now that ~fli � f̂li. Then we must have ~fl > f̂l. We repeat the above only thatnow we choose Kil(f il ; fl) = ail � (f il )1=n + bil � (fl)nand we get a symmetrical solution for ail and bil. In each of the two cases we have afunction Kil that is continuous and strictly increasing in each of its two arguments. Thecorresponding cost function isJ il (f il ; fl) = ailn + 1 � (f il )n+1 + bil1 + 1=n � (fl)1+1=nfor the �rst case and J il (f il ; fl) = biln + 1 � (fl)n+1 + ail1 + 1=n � (f il )1+1=nfor the second case. In either case, we have a proper type-A cost function.Nonmonotonous NEP Example for General TopologiesConsider the network of Figure 3, having four nodes and two users with type-B costfunctions and with demands r1 = 7, r2 = 4 between source node 1 and destination node 4.Each pair of numbers adjacent to a link are the ow values of the two users on that link atthe NEP (the left value corresponds to user 1 and the right value to user 2). Let the valuesof the Tl and Tl0 functions be as follows:T 0ab(7) = 5, Tab(7) = 4,T 0ac(4) = 2, Tac(4) = 20,T 0bc(3) = 1, Tbc(3) = 1,T 0bd(4) = 2, Tbd(4) = 21,T 0cd(7) = 5, Tbd(7) = 5.
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3 , 14 , 3 1 , 23 , 1 4 , 3Figure 3: Nonmonotonous NEPThe above values comply with the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 14-15, as well as with themonotonicity property of the Tl and Tl0 functions. Note that f1bc < f2bc although r1 > r2.It can be veri�ed that, for every link, there are positive values Cl and dl such thatTl(fl) = 1Cl�fl + dl satis�es the above NEP values of Tl and Tl0. Clearly, such functionscomply with the requirements of type-B cost functions.
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